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Download | BARS SEKIYUYE_3(Telugu) by FREYA Synopsis :
Sekiyuye is a very beautiful girl. She is very naive and very

innocent. She lives with her aunt and her younger brother in their
home. Both of them are very kind and innocent. Sekiyuye's father

died early in their childhood. Her mother is a very capable and
sensible woman. Sekiyuye is very close to her mother. Her aunt's

boy friend is a very popular man. He has a good business and
earns in large amounts. One day, a rich businessman came to
their home and made Sekiyuye's aunt quit. Sekiyuye started to
work in her aunt's house. She used to handle the cash and was

the main element of the business. She had to do very tough jobs
and endure a lot. One day, Sekiyuye accidentally took the entire
earnings of the business to a hospital for an injured person. From
that day onwards Sekiyuye's life turned for a strange reason. The
robber used the money she had taken in the business. He tried to
blackmail Sekiyuye many times. Sekiyuye never listened to him.
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